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Abstract
Neural network architectures are most often conceptually designed and described
in visual terms, but are implemented by writing error-prone code. PrototypeML is
a machine learning development environment that bridges the dichotomy between
the design and development processes: it provides a highly intuitive visual neural
network design interface that supports (yet abstracts) the full capabilities of the
PyTorch deep learning framework, reduces model design and development time,
makes debugging easier, and automates many framework and code writing idiosyn-
crasies. In this paper, we detail the deep learning development deficiencies that
drove the implementation of PrototypeML, and propose a hybrid approach to re-
solve these issues without limiting network expressiveness or reducing code quality.
We demonstrate the real-world benefits of a visual approach to neural network de-
sign for research, industry and teaching. Available at https://PrototypeML.com.
1 Introduction
Advances in deep learning have driven significant breakthroughs in computer vision, natural language
processing and dozens of other areas of computing. However, one commonly cited challenge of AI
adoption in industry and research is the significant time, resources and expertise required to design
and develop custom neural networks [2] [18].
The frameworks behind deep learning advances have progressed significantly in recent years, deliver-
ing steady improvements in neural network functionality and performance. From static compiled
graph solutions such as Tensorflow [6], Caffe [13], CNTK [20] and Theano [22], to increasingly
popular dynamic eager-executing frameworks such as PyTorch [17], Tensorflow 2.0 [6], Chainer [23],
DyNet [15] and Torch [9], deep learning frameworks implemented in Python and other programming
languages have demonstrated their flexibility and capability in modeling the complex behaviors
and interactions necessary for implementing neural networks. Yet, the process of expressing neural
network behavior in code is both time consuming and error-prone, requiring constant reference to
documentation and intricate understanding of and strict adherence to both computer science and deep
learning principles. Framework wrappers such as Keras [8] and FastAI [12] attempt to simplify the
code involved in the neural network construction and training process, but do so at the expense of
customization, and model expressiveness.
While they are implemented in code, neural networks are most often conceptually designed and
described in visual terms as an illustrated graph detailing the network layers and interactions within
an architecture, which eases comprehension of network behavior. This paper introduces PrototypeML,
a neural network integrated design and development tool that implements a hybrid approach to the
network design process. It defines a highly intuitive visual design interface, and a standardized
modular approach to neural network components that allows for fast design and development, and
easy debugging of complete architectures, without sacrificing model expressiveness or performance.
Preprint. Under review.
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2 Related work
Visual approach to design Numerous prior works have attempted to simplify various areas
of the neural network design process through visual means. Tensorboard [6] and Netron [19]
offer non-editable visualizations of neural network models. NVIDIA Digits [4], Weka [14],
DeepCognition DL Studio [5], Fabrik [10], Sony Neural Network Console [3], and IBM Watson
[21], have all implemented some form of visual "codeless" neural network design tool with intuitive
static, or drag-and-drop interfaces, and varying levels of support for neural network framework
features (table 1). Prior work has recognized the potential value of a visual approach to neural
network design and editing of models in terms of speed, accuracy, and level of expertise required
[21]. However by prioritizing purely "codeless" editing of networks, prior works demonstrate
reduced support for model capability and expressiveness. Though these visualizations and editing
tools are useful for basic neural network design, they fail to offer sufficient features and the
customization required to construct most modern complex neural networks (for example, support
for custom layers, modularized multi-module networks, comprehensive skip connection support, etc.).
Underlying neural network representation In order to construct neural networks via a
visual interface, the various layers and components of a network must be represented such that
they can be individually manipulated, positioned, and connected to other components to form a
network. Works such as ONNX [7] and Fabrik [10] implement a specification for a neural network
intermediate format that defines the type of neural network layer (linear, convolution, etc.), and
required parameters. Subsequently the intermediate format can be exported to various frameworks.
While allowing for greater flexibility in choice of framework, this solution suffers from several
significant drawbacks: First, neural networks expressed in intermediate formats are, by nature, forced
to limit their functionality to the subset supported by all the frameworks to which they interface,
thus making supporting future framework additions and custom layers a difficult and potentially
time consuming task. Second, intermediate representations have thus far been limited to static graph
frameworks, thus forfeiting the increasingly popular flexibility and debugging benefits that dynamic
graph frameworks such as PyTorch [17] and Tensorflow 2.0 [6] provide.
Table 1: Comparison of selected features between the most feature-complete tools and frameworks
Feature DL Studio[5] Fabrik[10] Sony[3] IBM[21] PrototypeML
Drag & Drop GUI X X X X X
Custom Components X X × × X
Modular Networks × × × × X
Dynamic Graph Support × × × × X
Component Repository × × × × X
Code Importing X × X × X
Code Exporting X × X X X
Model Validation X × X X X
Skip Connections × × × × X
Multiple Inputs & Outputs × × × × X
Complex Parameters × × × × X
Parameter Passing × × × × X
Multi-framework Support X X X X Via ONNX
Data Management X × X X Future work
Model Training X × X X Future work
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(a) Project components (b) Drag & drop block editor interface (c) Parameter editor
Figure 1: The PrototypeML interface is split into three primary sections
3 Proposed approach
PrototypeML approaches implementing a comprehensive neural network design and development
environment from an entirely new direction to avoid the difficulties inherent in the intermediate
format and "codeless" design paradigm employed by prior works. In this section we detail how we
resolve these challenges, and support a far wider array of functionality, customization, and ability to
quickly adapt to new deep learning developments.
3.1 Design principles
Complete framework support We tightly couple the PrototypeML system with the PyTorch
framework [17], rather than attempt to offer only partial support for a variety of frameworks. We
chose PyTorch for its conceptual simplicity, dynamic graph support, modular and future-proof design,
and its increasing popularity with the research community. Limiting PrototypeML to PyTorch allowed
us to concentrate on a single design paradigm, implement the full range of PyTorch functionality, and
take advantage of the existing ecosystem and previously-developed libraries and models. Despite
the direct support only for PyTorch, the adequacy of PyTorch-to-ONNX model conversion (despite
its limitations in functionality) makes model interoperability between deep learning frameworks
achievable.
Representing neural networks as syntax-tree code graphs We take advantage of the PyTorch
"deep learning models as regular Python programs" design paradigm in order to represent neural
network models in the form of static syntax-tree code graphs, rather than pre-defined neural compo-
nent graphs. This unique approach allows us to support the full range of dynamic functionality, and
arbitrary code execution available in normal PyTorch models. Our components simply encapsulate
segments of normal PyTorch or Python code, and our visual designer implementation then allows for
combining those elements into arbitrarily complex programs and neural network implementations.
This method of code graph construction could hypothetically support any framework, although we
have opted to tightly couple our system with PyTorch.
Hybrid visual and code-based approach To be useful, PrototypeML needs to prioritize visual
clarity in the neural network design process, without reducing capability or model expressiveness.
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We concentrate on providing clear visual shortcuts and interfaces for specific elements of the neural
network design process that contribute significant complexity or confusion (such as visualizing model
architecture and data flow, skip connections, common matrix manipulation, etc.). For other aspects of
the design process that prove notably more intuitive when written purely in code (such as complex
custom layers), we opt not to force usage of visual elements that would negatively impact usability
or functionality, but rather provide integrated code editors where appropriate, with auto-completion
for visually defined parameters and variables. Our aim is not to replace all code writing in the
development process, rather to allow for complex components encapsulating specific functionality
to be coded once, easily debugged and maintained, and subsequently used in future models without
requiring further coding.
3.2 Implementation details
PyTorch neural network models are implemented as regular Python classes that inherit from the
PyTorch nn.Module class, where each child nn.Module class implements (1) an init() function
defining layers to be instantiated and their respective parameters, and (2) a forward() function that
defines the network data flow and computations to be performed at run-time. The following section
details how we deconstruct the PyTorch class design paradigm into individual modular building
blocks which can then be combined (through visual means) into complex models.
Figure 2: ReLU mutator implementation example
Mutators The aim of the mutator is to wrap all the code necessary to initialize and execute a
specific segment of functionality, such as a PyTorch layer, matrix operation, existing 3rd-party library
or any arbitrary Python code using the PyTorch init() and forward() pattern. Each mutator is
defined through a series of simple visual interfaces and built-in code editors. Specifically, mutators
implement the following fields (special tokens identified by the ${token} syntax are replaced during
code exporting with the appropriate values):
1. [Optional] Any imports required (such as the standard PyTorch library, or any 3rd-party
PyTorch library or code base)
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2. [Required] The number of data inputs and outputs
3. [Optional] The expected input shapes, and the method by which the output shapes can be
calculated (for validation purposes)
4. [Optional] Any parameters required by the component, and their validation logic (these
values are made accessible within any of the component code editors via the ${props}
object)
5. [Required] The code to initialize the component within the init() function
6. [Required] The code to execute the component within the forward() function
7. [Optional] Any additional code required (e.g., a custom layer and backward calculation)
Figure 2 demonstrates how a component in a standard PyTorch nn.Module (in this case the
built-in PyTorch ReLU activation) can be deconstructed into the various mutator fields. While we
conceptually designed the mutator system to receive data via the defined inputs and outputs, and
parameters via the parameter system, we leave it up to the component designer to choose the correct
data-flow pattern for their components.
Blocks Blocks act as a container format that encapsulates the relationships between child nodes.
Each block implements (and is visualized by) a directed acyclic graph consisting of {1, . . . , n}
user-placed instances of mutators or other blocks, structured between special Input and Output nodes.
Similar to mutators, blocks also define a set of input and outputs, expected shapes and validation
fields, and any parameters required by the block. Component instance parameters and options appear
and are edited in the right sidebar (see figure 1(c)), and are accessed by clicking upon the node within
the block graph. These parameters may be passed down to child nodes, and combined by defining
block-level variables in order to encode complex functionality (see figure 3(a)).
Through simple drag and drop interactions, component instances can be added to the block
graph from the left sidebar (see figure 1(a)), and edges between specific inputs and outputs on nodes
can be defined (see figure 1(b)). Complex neural network structures such as skip connections between
nodes can also be easily expressed (see figure 1(b)). We further simplify many frequently used design
patterns by providing fast interfaces to features such as common activation functions, and desired
behavior (add, concatenation, etc.) when two or more edges join at the same input (see figure 3(c)).
(a) Parameter passing (b) Parameter validation (c) Configurable tensor operations
Figure 3: Additional features
Loops and conditionals Loops and conditional logic are essential to support the full range of
PyTorch module capabilities. In PrototypeML, complex looping behavior can be achieved by
repeating mutator or block nodes within a block graph {1, . . . , n} or ${parameter} times via the
parameter interface, as long as input and output shapes are compatible. At code generation time, the
relevant node will be placed within a loop. Furthermore, repeated blocks and mutators may access a
special ${repeat_index} token that allows for complex logic based on loop iteration.
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Conditional logic is implemented within the block graph in the form of a special "if" con-
trol node, for which a conditional clause may be specified. The conditional control node mirrors
inputs on both the left side (traversed if the condition is true), and right side (traversed if the condition
is false) of the graph node, and thus provides a clear visual conditional data flow interface.
Model validation & debugging While PyTorch models are easier to debug due to the Pythonic
nature of their construction, they largely lack ahead-of-time design validation mechanisms and
execution can halt in the middle of training, causing loss of progress. In order to improve the model
debugging and validation experience, we implemented two forms of validation that provide end-users
with a form of built-in documentation:
(1) Validation logic can be easily applied to input parameter definitions when creating mu-
tators and blocks. Parameter validation logic includes checking the presence of required parameters,
type checking (int, float, matrix, etc.), and parameter value and shape checking (see figure 3(b)).
(2) Mutator and block creators may also optionally specify how their output shapes are cal-
culated based on the data inputs and parameters they defined (e.g., if a mutator adds a dimension to a
data input, the output shape of the mutator would be the shape of the input data plus one dimension).
If a block or mutator specifies their output shape calculation, they may also optionally specify the
expected shape of their data inputs, which will then be validated against those entering the node
from the previous component in the graph. Specifically, input shape validation and output shape
calculation are optional. If a specific component does not provide these fields, the next block used
in the graph which contains input shape validation will assume it received the correct shape and
validation will continue further down the graph, simply skipping the validation-disabled component
(which triggers a user warning).
3.3 Exporting code
We implement one-click PyTorch code generation that outputs human readable, easily debuggable
and maintainable code on par with other neural network libraries, although the quality of the code
exported from our platform largely depends upon the quality of the user-implemented mutators. Code
generation performs a task similar to a linker concatenating different modules into program sections, in
that it constructs PyTorch neural network nn.Module classes by traversing the component code-graph
Algorithm 1: Code generation process
Input :{1, . . . , n} project_blocks (all the blocks contained within a project)
Output :One file for each project_block containing nn.Module class code
Def GenerateCode(project_blocks):
files = [ ]
for block in project_blocks do
// topologically sort block nodes from input node to output node and
verify that the graph is directed and acyclic
sorted_graph = topological_sort(block)
for node in sorted_graph do
construct node imports
construct node parameters
construct node data inputs
construct mutator and block init statements and connect parameters
construct mutator and block forward statements and connect inputs and parameters
construct node data outputs
end
block_code = FillModuleCodeTemplate(block.name, imports, parameters,
data_inputs, data_outputs,
inits, forwards )
files.append(block_code)
end
return files
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defined by each block, combining block and mutator calls into the init() and forward() paradigm,
and resolving input and output dependencies and parameters between the various components.
Specifically, we implement this in two stages: (1) graph parsing and dependency construction and (2)
code template filling.
4 Flexibility and complexity abstraction
The PrototypeML mutator and block design paradigm provides the ability to quickly and easily
implement complex and highly expressive modularized neural networks in a visually intuitive
fashion.
Figure 4 demonstrates how a Resnet architecture [11] might be built within the platform. Specif-
ically figure 4(a) defines the Resnet architecture containing several convolution, batchnorm,
pooling and fully-connected mutators, in addition to ResnetLayer blocks. Figure 4(b) defines
the ResnetLayer block, and demonstrates the usage of the Bottleneck block which is repeated
a parameter P number of times according to the parameter definition of the four ResnetLayers.
Figure 4(c) defines the Bottleneck block, and implements the skip connection between the input
and the output of several convolutions.
In addition to the flexibility and support for arbitrarily complex neural networks within the Proto-
typeML system, the abstractive nature of the mutator and block design paradigm allows for users
of varying levels of expertise to quickly and easily build level-appropriate neural network designs
without being forced to interface with more complicated components. For example, researchers
might find themselves frequently implementing custom mutators and coded functionality, whereas an
industry practitioner might combine pre-existing components into complex applications, and a new
student to the field might only utilize pre-built architectures without delving deeper.
(a) Resnet Block (b) Resnet Layer Block (c) Resnet Bottleneck Block
Figure 4: Resnet architecture [11]
5 Neural network social component repository
While there exists a plethora of third-party libraries written in PyTorch that implement a wide
array of custom layers, architectures, and other deep learning functionality, these libraries are
often monolithic, implement non-standard interfaces and usage patterns, and are generally not
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easily combined with other code bases. Taking advantage of the standardized modular format we
implement for expressing individual components of neural networks and their usage patterns within
the mutator and block paradigm, we propose and implement a system (similar to GitHub [1]) that
allows users to easily offer their blocks and mutators designed via the ProtypeML platform in a
publicly accessible, open source, and centralized manner via a social neural network component
repository. In addition to the components themselves, usage documentation may be provided,
pre-trained component weights and scores on various datasets may be uploaded, and versioned compo-
nent releases help to facilitate easy component maintenance, future updates and package management.
Components available on the component repository can then be easily added to new projects via the
design interface, allowing for complex networks to be created and combined in unique and powerful
ways with very little overhead. This has applications for both industry in speeding up design and
development of task-specific networks, and for the research community in expediting the exploration
of new neural network design patterns and combinations.
6 Future work
In addition to improving various aspects of the design process, we perceive several worthwhile
directions in which to continue development of the PrototypeML platform.
Data loader & training loop designer Currently data loaders and complex training loops
are particularly time consuming to build. We believe complexity can be significantly reduced through
the application of visual interfaces to these tasks.
Training & experiment tracking For development continuity and ease-of-use purposes,
the ability to train models and track experiments should be implemented directly within the tool.
Specifically, we wish to offer local machine training, in addition to 3rd party cloud-based training
methods.
Automatic output shape calculation for validation In order to validate input shapes, mu-
tator creators must manually define the process by which their output shapes can be calculated. We
hope to automate this process in the future by combining known shape manipulation operations to
derive the output shape of arbitrary code, in a process modeled after the implementation of AutoGrad
[16]).
Performance analysis of network graph and design feedback Due to the availability of
a vast number of tactics that each incrementally improve neural network performance or accuracy,
we plan to offer automated neural network design feedback and suggestions at appropriate times.
These suggestions could be further augmented with suggestions offered by auto AI and meta learning
solutions.
Data-driven network auto completion When implementing networks, we often follow
specific design patterns (such as placing max pooling layers after convolutions). We are actively
working on models that attempt to predict the next used layer based on the current graph in order to
offer neural network auto-completion.
Opportunities for meta learning Utilizing the social neural network standardized compo-
nent repository and recorded usages of components as a form of tagged dataset, we believe that there
exists the potential for advancement of meta-learning research initiatives. We plan on releasing a
dataset of neural network component usage patterns in the future.
Visual learning / visual teaching Due to the visual nature of the platform and the accom-
panying ease of understanding, we believe that there exists significant potential in the use of the
platform as a deep learning teaching tool. We are actively working on an introduction to deep
learning course that involves students completing a series of automatically-graded visual exercises
that concentrate on teaching neural network theory, rather than code.
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Broader impact
The visual approach and relative ease of creating neural networks using our tool helps to lowers the
deep learning barrier to entry. While we believe that this helps shift the emphasis from complex
math and computer science prerequisites to prioritizing understanding of neural network theory and
behavior, we recognize the importance of those computational skills to the continued advancement
of deep learning, and acknowledge that by making them non-compulsory, fewer people might be
motivated to pursue those vital sciences in depth.
However the partial decoupling of neural network design from significant prerequisite knowledge
also presents an opportunity, specifically for industry practitioners. A looming significant societal
concern is posed by the loss of human jobs as companies begin to apply greater numbers of deep
learning solutions to their business practices. Specifically the McKinsey Global AI Survey [2] shows
that in the coming years, companies hope to up-skill their existing employees to build deep learning
solutions, rather than hire outside talent. We believe that many industry usages of deep learning
can be applied without substantial computational background using our tool, thus reducing up-skill
resource expenditure, and helping ensure that engineers retain their positions in the future.
Furthermore, we believe that the proposed publicly accessible neural network component repository
allows for deep learning solutions to complex tasks to be developed with significantly less overhead,
thus allowing specifically disadvantaged populations to more easily take advantage of the powerful
capabilities offered by neural network solutions.
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